
Music Toolkit

Our Vision & Rationale
It is our aim that children should leave St Marks with an appreciation of the joy of music, and the necessary skills to listen to, compose, perform and appraise music. Our Music curriculum
should contribute to the development of our school Learning Behaviours for each child, in particular Creativity, Risk Taking, Pride and Resilience.
We recognise that to be accomplished musicians children need opportunities and experiences beyond the curriculum taught in class lessons. All children are given opportunities to
develop their love of music through singing and developing musicality weekly in Singing Worship, joining one of our two choirs, learning an instrument in KS2, or joining one of our two
ensembles. We recognise the importance of, and value in making music together and provide opportunities for children to participate in cross-curricular year group or key stage
performances, productions and concerts. We want to ensure that Music is embedded in our whole school curriculum and that opportunities for enhancing learning by using music are
always taken. Music provides a powerful stimuli for reflection and we aim to use a wide range of music types from different genres, cultures and periods.
We follow a broad and balanced Music curriculum that enthuses and motivates all children. It builds on previous learning and provides both support and challenge for all of our children.
We follow a Music scheme that ensures progression of skills and covers all aspects of the Music curriculum. All classes in KS1 will have a scheduled Music lesson every week and in KS2 this
is an extended lesson once every 2 weeks. Our children will be taught Music in a way that ensures progression of skills, and follows a sequence to build on previous learning. Our children
will gain experience and skills of a wide range of dimensions of music in a way that will enhance their learning opportunities, enabling them to use music in a wide variety of contexts,
ensuring they make progress.

An effective musician

uses their voices
expressively and creatively

by singing songs and
speaking chants and rhymes

plays tuned and un-tuned
instruments musically with
increasing skill, in both solo

and ensemble contexts

listens with concentration,
understanding and

appreciation to a range
music

experiments with, compose,
select and combine sounds
and instruments using the
interrelated dimensions of

music

uses and understands staff
and other musical notations

has an understanding of the
history of music

These learning behaviours are
particularly helpful in becoming an

effective musician:

Purpose of study
Music is a universal language that embodies one of the highest forms of creativity. A high-quality music education should engage and inspire pupils to develop a love of music and their
talent as musicians, and so increase their self-confidence, creativity and sense of achievement. As pupils progress, they should develop a critical engagement with music, allowing them to
compose, and to listen with discrimination to the best in the musical canon.

Aims
The national curriculum for music aims to ensure that all pupils:
▪ perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of the great composers and musicians
▪ learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical instrument, use technology appropriately and

have the opportunity to progress to the next level of musical excellence
▪ understand and explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the inter-related dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,

structure and appropriate musical notations.



Attainment targets
By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the matters, skills and processes specified in the relevant programme of study.

Inclusion
Remember that in Music, pupils you might expect to need support may not need it and those you would class as working at greater depth in other curriculum areas might need support.
Pupils are often quite good at choosing an appropriate level for them. By presenting them with different options, they may self-select the right level, or they may select to challenge
themselves.
Some children may need the following adaptations to enable them to fully access Music lessons:

● help in managing the written communication aspects of music − such as the use of pictures, symbols, by using larger print, colour codes.
● alternative forms to written recording being offered, eg drawing, scribing, word processing, mind maps, digital images, video, voice recording .
● encouragement to use their voices expressively and to use different forms of communication − such as gesture, to compensate for difficulties when singing and speaking
● opportunities to learn about music through physical contact with an instrument and/or sound source where they are unable to hear sounds clearly or not at all.
● access to adapted instruments or ICT to overcome difficulties with mobility or manipulative skills. Make sure pupils are physically able to play the instruments they are asked to

play. Percussion instruments can be adapted for pupils with physical disabilities e.g. provide larger beaters.
● opportunities to work in different formats to their peers. Although it is desirable for pupils to work together in group music-making activities, such as singing and playing together,

some pupils with SEND and/or disabilities may get more satisfaction from individual practical work, composing activities and using ICT.
● reduce background noise for those pupils with sound sensitivity and allow the use of ear defenders if this enables them to fully participate.

When completing assessments consider:
● what questions you will ask different groups and individuals and the ways you will check that pupils understand. Some pupils with SEN and/or disabilities will show they

understand in different ways from their peers.

Music Early Years
Early Learning Goals:
Sing a range of well-known nursery rhymes and songs. ·
Perform songs, rhymes, poems and stories with others, and – when appropriate try to move in time with music

3-4year olds:
INSERT coverage for music from grid

Reception:
INSERT coverage for music from grid.

Key Skills:
Listen attentively, move to and talk about music, expressing their feelings and responses. ·
Sing in a group or on their own, increasingly matching the pitch and following the melody. ·
Explore and engage in music making and dance, performing solo or in groups.
·Listen carefully to rhymes and songs, paying attention to how they sound. ·
Learn rhymes, poems and songs.

Key Vocabulary:
● High / low
● Pitch
● Fast / slow
● Tempo
● Beat



Music Key Stage One
Pupils should be taught to:

● Use their voices expressively & creatively by singing songs & speaking chants & rhymes
● Play tuned & untuned instruments musically
● Listen with concentration & understanding to a range of high-quality live & recorded music
● Experiment with, create, select & combine sounds using the inter-related dimensions of music.
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Year 1 Key skills:
Listening, appraising & responding

1. Recognise and understand the difference between pulse and rhythm.
2. Understand that different types of sounds are called timbres.
3. Recognise basic tempo, dynamic and pitch changes (faster/slower, louder/quieter & higher/lower).
4. Describe the character, mood, or ‘story’ of music they listen to, both verbally & through movement.
5. Describe the differences between two pieces of music.
6. Express a basic opinion about music (like/dislike)
7. Listen to and repeat short, simple rhythmic patterns.
8. Listen and respond to other performers by playing as part of a group.

Composing
1. Select and create short sequences of sound with voices or instruments to represent a given idea or character.
2. Combine instrumental and vocal sounds within a given structure.
3. Create simple melodies using a few notes.
4. Choose dynamics, tempo and timbre for a piece of music.
5. Create a simple graphic score to represent a composition.
6. Begin to make improvements to their work as suggested by the teacher.

Performing
1. Use their voices expressively to speak and chant.
2. Sing short songs from memory, maintaining the overall shape of the melody and keeping in time.
3. Maintain the pulse (play on the beat) using hands, and tuned and untuned instruments.
4. Copy back short rhythmic and melodic phrases on percussion instruments.
5. Respond to simple musical instructions such as tempo and dynamic changes as part of a class performance.
6. Perform from graphic notation.



Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

CONCEPT:  Pulse & Rhythm
(Kapow)
Theme – all about me

Big Question: What’s the
difference between pulse
and rhythm of a song?

Key Music:
You’ve Got a Friend in Me,
from Toy Story (R Newman)
Can’t Stop the Feeling, from
Trolls (J Timberlake)
I’ll Be There for You, Friends
theme (Rembrandts)
Happy (P Williams)
Count on Me (B Mars)
A Duo, from An American
Tale (J Horner)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to
pieces of music by a range
of artists from  different
social and ethnic
backgrounds.

CONCEPT:  Classical music,
dynamics, tempo (Kapow,
adapted)
Theme – Animals

Big Question: How does
music convey character?

Key Music:
The Gnat (Couperin)
Walking the Dog
(Gershwin)
Baby Elephant Walk
(Mancini)
Swan, Elephant, Tortoise,
Aquarium from Carnival of
the Animals (S-Saens)
Flight of the Bumble Bee
(R-Korsakov)

Enrichment Opportunity:
Learning songs from
memory for the KS1
Christmas production.

Diversity: Celebrating how
music conveys the different
characters of animals.

CONCEPT: Understand and
apply the concept of pitch
(Kapow, adapted)
Theme - Superheroes

Big Question: What makes
a great superhero theme?

Key Music:
Kids Superhero Song
(Bounce Patrol)
High Low Song (Music8)
Superman theme (J
Williams)
Batman TV theme
William Tell Overture
(Rossini)
Lone Ranger theme
(Zimmer)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT: Timbre and
rhythmic patterns (Kapow,
adapted)
Plus The Haunted Castle
(Hants Music, 2 lessons
adapted)
Theme – Fairy stories

Big question: How can we
use timbre to tell a story?

Key Music:
Peter and the Wolf
(Prokofiev)
‘The Old Castle’ from
Pictures at an Exhibition
(Mussorgsky)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to
stories from different
cultures and countries.

CONCEPT: Musical
vocabulary
(Kapow)
Theme – Under the Sea

Big Question: How do we
use technical language to
describe a piece of music?

Key Music:
Theme from Jaws
Theme from Hawaii Five-O
Aquarium from Carnival of
the Animals (S-Saens)
Wellerman shanty (Nathan
Evans)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to the
sea themed key music from
different countries

CONCEPT:  Vocal and Body
Sounds (Kapow)
Theme – By the Sea

Big Question: How can we
create a musical
soundscape?

Key Music:
Storm Interlude from Peter
Grimes (Britten)
Sailing By (Ronald Binge)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

Key Skills:
1
1, 4, 3

Key Skills:
4, 5, 6, 8
1, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 5

Key Skills:
3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 3, 4, 5

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8
1, 2, 4, 5, 6
1, 3, 4, 5, 6

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
1, 2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Key Skills:
4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 6
1, 3, 4, 5, 6



Key Vocabulary:
rhythm
pulse

Key Vocabulary:
fast, slow, quiet, dynamics
tempo
musical composition

Key Vocabulary:
pitch – high, low
dynamics/volume
tempo
accelerando

Key Vocabulary:
timbre
rhythmic patterns

Key Vocabulary:
pulse
dynamics
tempo
timbre
structure
texture

Key Vocabulary:
dynamics
pitch

FAG Statements:
I can play the pulse
I can play the rhythm
I can create a rhythm

Assessment Task:
See lesson 5.

FAG Statements:
I can play my instrument at
the right time
I can adjust my playing for
tempo and dynamics

Assessment Task:
See lesson 5 – small group
performances

FAG Statements:
I can explain what pitch
means
I can explain what tempo
means

Assessment Task:
Throughout, plus final
performance

FAG Statements:
I can change the timbre of
my voice for different
characters
I can hold a pulse
I can follow a simple score
to tell a musical story

Assessment Task:
Throughout, plus final
performance

FAG Statements:
I can explain what each
musical term means
I can change the dynamics
of my playing
I can change the tempo of
my playing

Assessment Task:
Throughout, plus final quiz

FAG Statements:
I can play loud and quiet
sounds on an instrument
and with my voice
I can play fast and slow
sounds on an instrument
and with my voice
I can can write my music
down and perform from
what I have written

Assessment Task:
Throughout, plus final
performance
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Year 2 Key skills:
Listening, appraising & responding

1. Recognise timbre changes in music they listen to.
2. Recognise structural features in music they listen to.
3. Listen to and recognise instrumentation.
4. Begin to use musical vocabulary to describe music.
5. Identify melodies that move in steps.
6. Listen to and repeat a short, simple melody by ear.
7. Suggest improvements to their own and others’ work.

Composing
1. Select and create longer sequences of appropriate sounds with voices or instruments to represent a given idea or character.
2. Successfully combine and layer several instrumental and vocal patterns within a given structure.
3. Create simple melodies from 5 or more notes.
4. Choose appropriate dynamics, tempo and timbre for a piece of music.
5. Use letter names and graphic notation to represent details of their composition.
6. Begin to suggest improvements to their own work.

Performing



1. Use their voices expressively when singing, including the use of basic dynamics (loud and quiet).
2. Sing short songs from memory, with melodic and rhythmic accuracy.
3. Copy longer rhythmic patterns on untuned percussion instruments, keeping a steady pulse.
4. Perform expressively, using timbre to alter sounds as appropriate.
5. Sing back short melodic patterns by ear and play short melodic patterns from letter notation.

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

CONCEPT: On This Island:
British Songs and Sounds
(Kapow, to be adapted)
Theme – British songs and
music

Big Question: How does
music describe places?

Key Music:
Song: My Bonnie Lies Over
the Ocean
Song: Lavenders Blue
Song: London Bridge is
Falling Down
Fingal’s Cave Overture (F
Mendelssohn)
The Lark Ascending
(Vaughan Williams)
London Suite (E Coates)
(could be better choice)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Having an
appreciation for music
from Britain.

CONCEPT:  Structure of music
(Kapow, adapted)
Theme – Myths and Legends

Big Question: How is any
piece of music put together?

Key Music:
When Good King Arthur, song
St George (folk song,
Waterson Carthy)
Che Faro Senzo Euridice, from
Orfeo (Philippe Jaroussky)
(Gluck)
Cancan from Orpheus in the
Underworld (Offenbach)
Tintagel (Bax)

Enrichment Opportunity:
Learning songs from memory
and performing in the KS1
Christmas production.

Diversity: Listening to music
inspired by different myths
and legends.

CONCEPT:  Space Soundscape
(Kapow, adapted)
Theme - Space

Big Question: What is a
musical motif?

Key Music:
A Relaxing Journey Through
the Universe (C Ishido)
Also sprach Zarathustra (J
Strauss)
Mars, Venus, Jupiter from
Planet Suite (Holst)
Stuck on the Moon (N
Imbruglia)
007 Theme (J Barry)
5th Symphony, opening
(Beethoven)
Ghostbusters theme (Ray
Parker Jr)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT:  Identify
instruments of the orchestra
(Kapow, adapted)
Theme - Traditional Stories

Big Question: How do
different instruments create
a mood?

Key Music:
Sleepers Awake (JS Bach)
Humoresque for Oboe &
Clarinet (Harville)
Radetzky March (Strauss)
‘Do You Want to Build a
Snowman?’ from Frozen
(Disney)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT: African call and
response song (Kapow)
Theme – African animals

Big Question: Does
everybody sing songs the
same way?

Key Music:
African Paradise with
drums (Relax Music)
Song: ‘Che che kule’

(NB add in African
Sanctus)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to
music from African
composers which capture
the culture of the
continent.

CONCEPT:  Musical Me
(Kapow)

Big Question: How can
I write and record a
song?

Key Music:
Song: Once a Man Fell
in a Well

(Could also use Hants
Music, Hall of the
Mountain King unit to
help with notation
ideas; note also final
composition – could
reflect places around
the school rather than
just emotions?)

Enrichment
Opportunity:

Diversity:

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
3

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3
1, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4, 7
1, 2, 4, 5, 6
4

Key Skills:
1, 2, 6
1, 2, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Key Skills:
4, 5, 6, 7
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Key Vocabulary: Key Vocabulary: Key Vocabulary: Key Vocabulary: Key Vocabulary: Key Vocabulary:



timbre, tempo, dynamics,
pitch

structure, texture, rhythm,
pitch, graphic score, notation,
melody

dynamics, tempo
lyrics, melody, motif

timbre, tempo, dynamics timbre, dynamics, tempo,
rhythm, notation

rhythm, pulse,
dynamics, timbre, beat,
pitch, melody

FAG Statements:
Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I know the structure of a piece
of music from a graphic score.
I can show different layers of
music on a graphic score.
I can work as part of a group
to compose a structured piece
of music.
Assessment Task:
Throughout, plus final task.

FAG Statements:
I can create atmosphere using
dynamics.
I can explain the mood of the
music.
I can create a play a motif.

Assessment Task:
Final performances

FAG Statements:
I can explain how music can
be used to support a story.
I can select appropriate
tempo changes to represent
action.
I can select appropriate
dynamics to represent
emotion.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can sing a traditional
song from Africa.
I can create a song with a
group.

Assessment Task:
Throughout, plus final
task.

FAG Statements:
I can play a simple tune
from letter notation.
I can create a simple
melody and record the
notation.
I can contribute to a
group composition.

Assessment Task:



Music Key Stage Two
Pupils should be taught to sing and play musically with increasing confidence and control. They should develop an understanding of musical composition, organising and manipulating ideas
within musical structures and reproducing sounds from aural memory.
Pupils should be taught to:

● Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression
● Improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related dimensions of music
● Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory
● Use and understand staff and other musical notations
● Appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians
● Develop an understanding of the history of music.
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Year 3 Key skills:
Listening, appraising & responding

1. Discuss stylistic features of different genres, styles and traditions of music using musical vocabulary.
2. Understand that music from different parts of the world and different times have different features.
3. Recognise and explain the changes within a piece of music using musical vocabulary.
4. Describe the timbre, dynamic and textural details of a piece of music, both verbally and through movement.
5. Begin to show an awareness of metre.
6. Recognise and begin to discuss changes within a piece of music.
7. Begin to use musical vocabulary (related to the inter-related dimensions of music) when discussing improvements to their own and others’ work.

Composing
1. Compose a piece of music in a given style with voices and instruments.
2. Combine melodies & rhythms to compose a multi-layered composition in a given style.
3. Use letter name and rhythmic notation (graphic or staff), and key musical vocabulary to label and record their compositions.
4. Suggest and implement improvements to their own work, using musical vocabulary.

Performing
1. Sing and play in unison and in parts with peers, with some degree of accuracy and awareness of their part in the group performance.
2. Develop instrumental skills and techniques, responding to aural and visual instructions in a performance.
3. Perform from basic staff notation, incorporating rhythm and pitch, and be able to identify these symbols using musical terminology.
4. Start to develop rehearsal and practice routines and strategies in preparation for a performance



Autumn 1, 2 Spring 1, 2 Summer 1, 2

CONCEPT:  Listen to Me: Ukulele

Big Question: Learn to play a fretted stringed instrument

Key Music:

Enrichment Opportunity: Ukulele performance for
parents/ adults at end of term.

Diversity:

CONCEPT:  Listen to Me: Violin

Big Question:

Key Music:

Enrichment Opportunity:
Also: Sing in the Easter production.

Diversity:

CONCEPT:  Listen to Me: African drumming

Big Question: Listening to Samba music and getting to
know the genre and culture of country it originates from

Key Music:

Enrichment Opportunity: Performance for parents/ adults
at end of term

Diversity:
Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 4

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 4

Key Skills:
1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 4

Key Vocabulary:
Soprano ukulele, pluck / pick, strum, note / chord names,
ostinato and parts of the instrument – body / sound box,
neck, head / headstock, bridge, nut fretboard /
fingerboard, tuning pegs, strings, fretted stringed
instruments: guitar, banjo
rhythm, steady beat, bar, metre,
2 metre, 3 metre, 4 metre or 2 beats in a bar, etc

Key Vocabulary: Key Vocabulary:
instrument names surdo, caixa, repinique, timba, agogo
bells, ganza, tamborim, reco reco, beater, groove, call and
response, call and copy, solo, break, balance, rhythm,
steady beat, bar, metre, 2 metre, 3 metre, 4 metre or 2
beats in a bar, etc, pitch, step, leap, high, low, piano, forte,
crescendo, diminuendo slow, fast, accelerando, solo, tutti,
ensemble, unison repeated section

FAG Statements:
I can identify the four note names of the strings
I can understand and use tapping, plucking, strumming.
I can play one and two chord songs
I can sing and accompany myself at the same time.

Assessment Task:
● Know string names and relative pitch
● Demonstrate strumming and plucking
● Identify and understand changes of tempo and

dynamic
● Sing and play matching pitch accurately

FAG Statements:

Assessment Task:
●

Diversity:

FAG Statements:
I can know the names of the instruments and can
demonstrate correct playing techniques.
I can respond to aural and visual signals within a
performance

Assessment Task:
● Know instrument names and demonstrate correct

playing techniques
● Play in parts showing awareness of other parts
● Sing and play matching pitch accurately
● Respond to aural and visual signals within a

performance



Diversity: Identify and understand changes of tempo and dynamic

Diversity: listening to music and creating music from South
America
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Year 4 Key skills:
Listening, appraising & responding

1. Recognise the use and development of motifs in music.
2. Identify gradual dynamic and tempo changes within a piece of music.
3. Recognise and discuss the stylistic features of different genres, styles and traditions of music using musical vocabulary.
4. Identify common features between different genres, styles and traditions of music.
5. Recognise, name and explain the effect of interrelated dimensions of music.
6. Identify scaled dynamics (crescendo/decrescendo) within a piece of music.
7. Use musical vocabulary to discuss the purpose of a piece of music.
8. Use musical vocabulary (related to the interrelated dimensions of music) when discussing improvements to their own and others’ work.

Composing
1. Compose a coherent piece of music in a given style with voices, bodies and instruments.
2. Begin to improvise musically within a given style.
3. Develop melodies using rhythmic variation, transposition, inversion and looping.
4. Create a piece of music with at least 4 different layers and a clear structure.
5. Use letter name, graphic and rhythmic notation and key musical vocabulary to label and record their compositions.
6. Suggest improvements to others’ work, using musical vocabulary.

Performing
1. Sing longer songs in a variety of musical styles from memory, with accuracy, control, fluency and a developing sense of expression including control of subtle dynamic changes.
2. Sing and play in time with peers, with accuracy and awareness of their part in the group performance.
3. Play melody parts on tuned instruments with accuracy and control and developing instrumental technique.
4. Play syncopated rhythms with accuracy, control and fluency.
5. Play simple chord sequences.
6. Perform from basic staff notation, incorporating rhythm and pitch and identifying these symbols using musical terminology.



Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

CONCEPT:  Ballads (adapt
from Kapow, Y3)

Big Question: How can we
tell a story in a song?

Key Music:
Space Oddity (D Bowie)
Unchained Melody
(Righteous Bros)
Everything I do (B Adams)
On My Own (Samantha
Barks)
I Will Always Love You (D
Parton)
Writing on the Wall (S
Smith)
Diamonds (Rhianna)
Run (L Lewis)
Winds of Change
(Scorpions)
Hello (Adele)
Blue (DaBaDee) (Eiffel 65)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to music
from popular culture
written by artists from
diverse backgrounds.

CONCEPT: Traditional
Indian Music and
Improvisation (adapt from
Kapow Y3)

Big Question: How do we
relate to music from a
different culture?

Key Music:
Tunak Tunak Tun (Daler
Mehndi)
Knight Rider Bhangra
(Punjabi MC)
Mubarak Ho Tumko Ye
Shaadi
Tabla Ecstasy (Talavaya)
Song: Anile Vaa

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to
music from Indian
composers which capture
the culture of the country.

CONCEPT:  Roman Music
(Own plans 2021)

Big Question: What might
Roman music have sounded
like?

Key Music:
Gladiator film music, The
Battle plus Elysium (Zimmer
and others)
Psycho film score (Hermann)
Song: Just Like A Roman

Enrichment Opportunity:
sign-language in song

Diversity: Sharing an
appreciation for music from a
different culture and time
period.

CONCEPT:  Settlements
(Own planning 2021)

Big Question: How can
music describe a location?

Key Music:
Westminster Waltz (Robert
Farnon)
Knightsbridge March from
London Suite (E Coates)
Congestion Charge and
Millenium Wheel from New
London Pictures (N Hess)
Oranges & Lemons (trad)
London Bridge is Falling
Down (trad)
A Nightingale Sang (I
Novello)
I Love London Town (H
Gregg)
London Calling (Clash)
Big Ben Rap
(EnglishThroughMusic)

Enrichment Opportunity:
Sing and perform in the
Easter production

Diversity: Having an
appreciation for music from
Britain.

CONCEPT:  Volcanoes
(adapted from Hants Music,
could be extended to add
Rock and Roll, from Kapow
Y4)

Big Question: How can we
create layers in music?

Key Music:
Carlos Santander: Soul
Sacrifice; Corazon.
Song: Popocatepetl

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT: Jazz (adapt from
Kapow, Y3)

Big Question:

Key Music:
Maple Leaf Rag (S Joplin)
The Entertainer (S Joplin)
The Bare Necessities (from
Disney, Jungle Book)
Turkey in the Straw (trad)
When the Saints Go
Marching In (L Armstrong)
Scat (E Fitzgerald)
Minnie the Moocher (Jeeves
& Wooster, also Cab
Calloway)
Sing, Sing, Sing (Benny
Goodman)
Jazz Blues Lick (Oscar
Peterson)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to jazz
music and learning about
the history of how jazz
originates from
African-American roots.

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4,7
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,6

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,6

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,2,3,4,6

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4,5,6,7
1,6
1, 2

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8
1,2,3,4,5,6
2,3,4,6

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8
1,2,3,4,5,6
2,3,4,5, 6



Key Vocabulary:
ballad, structure, melody,
lyrics, story, stanza, verse,
chorus, scat, nonsense
words

Key Vocabulary:
tal, rag, drone, chromatic
scale, dynamics, Bollywood,
drone
sitar, tabla, sarangi,
harmonium, Indian flute,
tanpura, tala

Key Vocabulary:
mood, clash, chaos,
harmony/disharmony,
notation

Key Vocabulary:
tempo, dynamics, mood,
harmony, chaos

Key Vocabulary:
ostinato, melody, bass line,
round

Key Vocabulary:
ragtime, syncopation,
tempo, jazz, off beat,
Dixieland, call and response,
scat, straight quaver, swung
quaver, swing music

FAG Statements:
I can write lyrics for a
ballad.
I can work with a partner
to create and perform a
ballad.

Assessment Task:
Performance

FAG Statements:
I can play an instrument from
written notation.
I can improvise music in a
given style.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can create different mood
using rhythm.
I can create different mood
using harmony and clash.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can write and perform a rap
on a given theme.
I can give a detailed response
to a piece of music.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can sing a round.
I can play a round.
I can listen and identify
layers in music.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can create a short jazz
motif.
I can play a swung rhythm
for a familiar tune.

Assessment Task:

Y
e
a

Year 5 Key skills:
Listening, appraising & responding

1. Recognise and discuss confidently the stylistic features of different genres, styles and traditions of music using musical vocabulary, and explaining how these have
developed over time.
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2. Represent the features of a piece of music using graphic notation and colours, justifying choices with reference to musical vocabulary.
3. Compare, discuss and evaluate music using detailed musical vocabulary.
4. Develop confidence in using detailed musical vocabulary to discuss and evaluate their own and others’ work.

Composing
1. Compose a detailed piece of music from a given stimulus with voices, bodies and instruments.
2. Improvise coherently within a given style.
3. Combine rhythmic patterns (ostinato) into a multi-layered composition using all the inter-related dimensions of music to add musical interest.
4. Use staff notation to record rhythms and melodies.
5. Select, discuss and refine musical choices both alone and with others, using musical vocabulary with confidence.
6. Suggest and demonstrate improvements to their own and others’ work.

Performing
1. Sing songs in two or more parts, in a variety of musical styles, from memory, with accuracy, fluency, control and expression.
2. Work as a group to perform a piece of music, adjusting dynamics and pitch according to a graphic score, keeping in time with others and communicating with the group.
3. Perform with accuracy and fluency from graphic and simple staff notation.
4. Playing a simple chord progression with accuracy and fluency

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

CONCEPT:  Planets
(adapted from Kapow Y1
unit; NB add chord
progression)

Big Question: How can a
motif enhance music?

Key Music:
Mars, Venus, Uranus from
Planet Suite (Holst)
Star Wars theme (J
Williams)
007 Theme (J Barry)
5th Symphony, opening
(Beethoven)
Ghostbusters theme (Ray
Parker Jr)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT:  African Song
(Kapow, Y5; could extend
with ideas from Africa: Story
Telling from Hants Music)

Big Question: How do other
cultures sing?

Key Music:
The Click Song (M Makeba)
Master Drummers of
Burundi
This Is Us (Bwazan)
Song: Shosholoza

Enrichment Opportunity:
Sing and perform in KS2
summer show.

Diversity: Listening to music
from African composers
which capture the culture of
the continent.

CONCEPT:  Vikings (adapt
and extend own plans
from 2021)

Big Question: What can
we tell about Viking
music?

Key Music:
Vikings! song (Heave Ho to
the beat of the drum), by
SingSongAlong

Various modern
Scandinavian
interpretations, including
folk, rock, throat singing,
pop.

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT: Eleanor Rigby
(Hants Music)

Big Question: What makes a
cracking pop song?

Key Music:
Eleanor Rigby by the Beatles,
various versions
Streets of London by Ralph
McTell

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT:  Blues (Kapow,
Y5)

Big Question: What are
the Blues?

Key Music:
Hush Somebody’s Calling
My Name (Foster & LaRue)
Keeps on Rainin’ (B
Holiday)
Rolling Stone (Muddy
Waters)
Time Out Blues (Chuck
Brown)
One Shoe Blues (BB King)
So Many Rivers (Marcia
Ball)
PianoBluesImprovisation
(SwissDutchManMusic)
Song: Moanin’ Lisa Blues

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to an
learning about the origins
of Blues music.

CONCEPT:  Playing with
Pentatonics (adapt and
extend own plan from
2021)

Big Question: What is the
pentatonic scale?

Key Music:
Gnossiennes (Satie)
extracts of various modern
pop tunes
Orfeo, Dance of the Furies,
Dance of the Blessed
Spirits, Che Faro Senza
Euridice/Pavarotti (Gluck)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to
music from different
European composers



Key Skills:
1,2,3
1,2,3,5,6
2,3,4

Key Skills:
1,3,4
2,3,5,6
1,2,4

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4
1,2, 3,4
1,2, 3

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4
1,4, 5,6
1,2, 3, 4

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4
1,2,3,5,6
1,2,4

Key Skills:
1,2,3,4
1,3,4, 5,6
1,2

Key Vocabulary:
dynamics, tempo, mood,
instruments, rhythm, con
legno (bow hit with the
wood), musical motif

Key Vocabulary:
acappella, Xhosa, call and
response, dynamics, chord,
progression, djembe,
improvisation, poly-rhythms,
syncopation, master
drummer, break, ostinato,
metronome

Key Vocabulary:
whistle, chant, rhythm,
folk, bohdran, throat
singing

Key Vocabulary:
structure, bridge, intro,
chorus, composer’s intent,
major key, minor key,
chromatic scale.

Key Vocabulary:
chord, blues, bar,
progression, sequence,
12-bar blues, blues scale,
bent notes, flat, sharp,
ascending, descending,
bass, improvisation

Key Vocabulary:
scale, pentatonic

FAG Statements:
I can use musical
vocabulary to compare
two pieces of music.
I can compose and
develop a musical motif on
a given theme.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can play a major chord on
tuned percussion.
I can use chord progression
to accompany a song.
I can create and play an
8-beat break.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can compose a rhythmic
chant.
I can hold a part in a
five-part chant.
I can keep time in a variety
of rhythms.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can identify the structure of
a pop song.
I can use a minor key to
compose a sad song.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can name three key
features of Blues music.
I can play a blues chord
sequence from C.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can play a pentatonic
scale.
I can compose using the
pentatonic scale.

Assessment Task:

Y
e
a
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Year 6 Key skills:
Listening, appraising & responding

1. Identify the way that features of a song can complement one another to create a coherent overall effect.
2. Use musical vocabulary correctly when describing and evaluating the features of a piece of music.
3. Discuss musical eras in context, identifying how they have influenced each other, and discussing the impact of different composers on the development of musical styles.
4. Evaluate how the venue, occasion and purpose affect the way a piece of music sounds.
5. Confidently use detailed musical vocabulary (related to the inter-related dimensions of music) to discuss and evaluate their own and others’ work.

Composing
1. Compose an original song, incorporating lyric writing, melody writing and the composition of accompanying features, within a given structure.
2. Record own composition using appropriate forms of notation and/or technology.

Performing



1. Sing songs in two or more secure parts from memory, with accuracy, fluency, control and expression.
2. Work as a group to perform a piece of music, adjusting the interrelated dimensions of music as required, keeping in time with others and communicating with the group.
3. Perform a solo or take a leadership role within a performance.

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

CONCEPT:  Film Music
(Kapow)

Big Question: How do we
write down a score for our
composition?

Key Music:
Wallace & Gromit theme
Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT: Songs of World
War 2 (Kapow, Y6)

Big Question: How is music
used to boost morale in
times of trouble?

Key Music:
Pack Up Your Troubles In
Your Old Kit Bag, 1915
(Powell)
We’ll Meet Again (Parker &
Charles)
The White Cliffs of Dover
Do Re Me (from Sound of
Music)
(could also explore war
music – Spitfire Prelude,
Dambusters March)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT: Ice Music
(own from 2021, plus
Frozen Lands from Hants
Music for composition etc)

Big Question: Can we
create a chilly piece of
music?

Key Music:
The Final Countdown (Ice
Orchestra version)
Arctic Breath (Fiechters)
The Song of the Ice (Earth
Day 2020)
Scott of the Antarctic score
(Vaughan Williams)
Alpine Symphony (J
Strauss)
Song: The Wind Blew Cold

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to
music from different
composers from different
countries.

CONCEPT: Mayan Music plus
Advanced Rhythm (own plan
from 2021 plus Kapow Y6,
Try Kodaly)

Big Question: How
important is rhythm?

Key Music:
various South American folk
ensembles
Take Five (Brubeck)
Clapping Music (S Reich)

Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity: Listening to and
learning about the
importance of music in the
Mayan culture.

CONCEPT: Amazing
Machines (adapted from
Hants Music)

Big Question: What would
music from a machine
sound like?

Key Music:
Pipe Dream, by
AniMusic.com
Only Time Will Tell by Mike
Oldfield
Connect It by Anna
Meredith
Marble Machine
(Wintagatan)
Enrichment Opportunity:

Diversity:

CONCEPT: Showtime!
(or Fantastical Beasts,
adapt from Hants Music)

Big Question: Can Y6 pull it
off again?

Key Music:

Enrichment Opportunity:
Sing and perform in KS2
summer show.

Diversity:

Key Skills:
2, 3, 4, 5
2, 3

Key Skills:
1, 3, 4, 5
2
1, 2, 3

Key Skills:
1, 2, 4, 5
1, 2
2, 3

Key Skills:
2, 3, 4, 5
2
2, 3

Key Skills:
2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2
2, 3

Key Skills:
1, 4
1, 2, 3

Key Vocabulary:
Graphic score,
Composition, Accelerando,
Crescendo,
Performance,
Improvise

Key Vocabulary:
melody, counter-melody,
lyric, morale, dynamics,
phrase, pitch, graphic score,
solfa, notate

Key Vocabulary:
orchestral percussion
instruments, minor keys,
scale, pitch

Key Vocabulary:
canon, beat, pulse, rhythm

Key Vocabulary:
beat, pulse, rhythm,
repetition, ‘build a wall’,
8-beat metre

Key Vocabulary:
melody, performance,
harmony, crescendo,
decrescendo, rhythm,
pitch, lyric



FAG Statements:
I can relate sounds that I
compose to a storyline in a
film.
I can notate my ideas
using my own symbols on
a graphic score.
I can interpret my own
graphic score and perform
the sounds accurately.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can sing with expression
and meaning.
I can sing in harmony.
I can notate a simple
melody.

Assessment Task:
Record and show pieces
alongside artwork.

FAG Statements:
I can write an original tune
phrase for a group
composition.
I can express informed
opinions, using musical
vocabulary.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can play more complex
rhythms with a group.
I can select instruments for
musical effect.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
I can create, notate and
perform my own 8-beat
rhythm.
I can combine my own
8-beat rhythm with others
to create music.

Assessment Task:

FAG Statements:
Assessment Task:
I can learn songs by heart.
I can sing as part of a show
performance.
I can perform a solo role or
small group role.

Assessment task:
Based on observations of
rehearsals and
performances.


